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A number of batteries of lysimeters are being built upon the North Appalachian Experimental Watershed, a project of the Section of Watershed and Hydrologic Studies of the Research Division of the Soil Conservation Service.
A lysimeter may be defined as a structure containing a mass of soil designed to permit the measurement of the amount of water percolating through it. Three general type.s of lysimeters have been used-the refilled or replaced, the in-place, and the so-called Russian type. In the refilled type the lysimeter unit is constructed and then filled with soil. The in-place type of lysimeter is built in such a way as to contain an undisturbed soil mass with its horizons intact. The Russian type of lysimeter consists of a shallow pan inserted at desired depths under undisturbed soil horizons.
The installation, about one and a half centuries ago, of the first lysimeters is commonly credited to the English scientist Dalton (recognized as the father of the atomic theory), in his effort to determine the amount -of precipitation which percolates through the soil.
The purposes underlying the installation of many recent lysimeter projects have been prevailingly of a fertility study character, the measurement of the disposition of the waters of precipitation being of secondary interest. Since the lysimeters on the Coshocton project were specifically designed as water-cycle instruments, detailed attention was given to soil-water relationships which would affect the performance and, therefore, had to be considered in the design of the instruments.
As the primary purpose of these lysimeters is to determine the disposition of the waters of precipitation, it was evident that the inclusion of the largest practicable mass of soil would be advantageous since the proportion of the total mass of soil affected by side wall is reduced greatly with increase in the size of the mass involved. In addition, it was desired to select a area sufficiently large to allow dist of crop plants in a manner similar to found under tilled field conditions. this reason rectangular dimensions we The horizontal projection dimensions unit are 6.22 feet by 14 feet. The s the Coshocton watershed belong to the um and related series, consisting of textured soils of variable but genera shallow depth, the total depth of all horizons down to the geologic parent not extending beyond six feet under conditions. A schematic diagram pre general features of the lysimeters. 1 on the following page.)
Because of the difficulties tered in attaining free drainage in lysimeter installations, special att was given to the design of the perco bottom of these lysimeters.
Soil-water relationships may sidered simply as surface phenomena. tigators using galvanized iron phyto of various sizes are almost unanimous accord in their observations that in other than sands a distinctly wet lay ways found at the bottom of the phyto The surface area of the galvanized b so much less than that of the partic soil in contact with it that the drai water from the soil in such contact tically eliminated, resulting in a s condition. This is indicated by the portionate concentration of plant ro the bottom of phytometers. As the s the Coshocton watershed are rarely m six feet in depth, and since an eigh depth was selected for the lysimeter material of the lower two feet consi slightly weathered bedrock, which is posed sandstone and shale. Because construction a transition from soil-w ground-water flow takes place along sition from,the soil to the parent m the percolate probably coming from t composed rock In a manner closely ap
